
CTA for a Free Gift or Free Phone Call:

To generate leads, you can talk about a free gift or free call with this simple framework:

I’ve created a free (insert gift/ type of call) ____________________________________ 

for you, so you can (insert benefit/ desired result)

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

The reason I created / am providing this (insert free gift) _________________________

is that oftentimes I see (insert your target audience) _____________________________

struggling with (insert the problem / challenge / pain point) _______________________,

and if you can relate to this, this (free gift) ___________________________ is designed

specifically to help you to (overcome pain point and/or achieve specific desired result/

vision/experience):________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

So, if you’d like to take advantage of this (insert free gift/call) ____________________,

I’m popping the link in the (chat/ comments/ etc) _______________________________,

and you can grab your free (time/ downloadable gift/ etc.

_______________________________________________________________________.
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C.T.A. for an Enrollment Call through “Pre-qualifying Messaging”

This framework is ONLY recommended if you are masterful at enrollment calls, and 

if your “problem” is booking “too many” calls-- where you are attracting a lot of

freebie-seekers!  If you haven’t become masterful at enrollment calls, I don’t

recommend using this framework, as every single enrollment call you have is great

practice for you!

This would be used in a FB live, webinar, free ZOOM training, where you have

already opened up the training/ live with a story, introduction, content with powerful

examples, seeding your program/ package/ service a few times, and you have

recapped the main points and are ready to transition to the offer. 

You are still offering a “free” call (unless you decide to charge something like $97 for

the call, which is another pre-qualifying strategy); the difference is, you are using this

pre-qualifying messaging to be transparent about the fact that you will likely be

making an offer on your phone call with them.
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C.T.A. for an Enrollment Call through “Pre-qualifying Messaging”

Here’s the framework:

(Post content and recapping your main points)

“You’ve heard me mention (insert name of program/ package/ service) _______________

a few times now, and oftentimes people ask me what it would look like to work with me (or 

“some of you have asked about the details of my (insert title) program/ package/ service…”)

So if it’s okay with you, I’d love to take a few minutes to share with you what (insert title)

_________________________ is all about. If you’re cool with me taking a few minutes to

share about it, type “YES” in the chat.” (They type, “Yes!”)

“Awesome - thank you!  (insert title) ______________________ is my (timeframe of 

program) ____________ (i.e. 3-month, 6-month, 12-month group coaching program) that

is designed for (insert target audience) ___________________ who are struggling with

(insert challenge/ pain point)___________________________________________

and are wanting to (insert desired result/ vision/ experience) _______________________

_______________________________________________________________________.
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In (insert name of program/ package/ service) __________________________________,

I am going to [go deeper into/ teach you how to/ reveal the secrets to/ open up possibility

for you to be able to] (insert desired result/ vision/ experience) _____________________

______________________________________________________________________

through (insert your core elements of your “how”) _______________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

The reason I designed (insert title) _________________________ is because I am taking

a stand for (insert target audience) ____________________ to (insert your VOICE/ point

of view/ opinion/ mission) __________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________.
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So, IF YOU’VE DECIDED that NOW IS YOUR TIME that you are ready to (insert desired 

result) _________________________________________________________________

and you are so done (insert what they deeply want to overcome/ release/ etc.) ________

______________________________________________________________________,

let’s jump on a call and see if (insert title of program/package/service) ________________

is your best next step. 
I’m popping a link in the (chat/ comments) and you can click on the

link (or copy and paste the link) to book your call with me. If you resonate with me, and you’ve already
had a breakthrough in our time together or can see how I can help you, 

let’s chat. 

IMAGINE… (connect with your heart here - and help them see themselves in their vision 

and describe it) ________________________________________________________

  ___________________________________________________________

IMAGINE… ___________________________________________________________
 

  ___________________________________________________________

IMAGINE… ___________________________________________________________

  ___________________________________________________________
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If you know I am talking to YOU, let’s chat within the next few days and see if (insert name

of program/ package/ service) ________________________ is your best next step. I’m 

dropping the link in the chat once more. When you click on this link, it’ll take you to a 

calendar and scheduler where you will fill in your contact information and pick a time that 

works for you. On our call, I will ask you questions about your vision, what your biggest 

challenges are, and get to know you on a deeper level. And if and only if I believe (insert 

name of program/ package service) ______________________ is a good fit for you, I will

invite you into my program. 

(Note: intuitively tap into the vulnerable thoughts an attendee may be having - and bring it

to light.) “I can sense that someone watching right now may be thinking, ‘I WANT to book 

a call with (insert YOUR name), but I’m afraid of (insert fear) ______________________. 

What if I can’t overcome (pain point) _____________? What if I’m not able to (insert 

vision/ goal) __________________?’ If this is YOU, then I definitely recommend booking 

a call…”  (Continue speaking from your heart...)  I cannot wait to chat with you!

NOTE: And then you can transition back into Q&A or a story. “Thank you for letting me take a few
minutes to share about (insert title) _________________________.  Let’s 

open it back up to Q&A…” 
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